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EXCAVATIONS AT THE SPANISH ROMAN SITE OF
CERRO DE LA MUELA, CARRASCOSA DEL CAMPO
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Spain has been largely ignored by the North-American classical archaeo
logist but it is a country riCh in unexplored sites. The author was privileged to
be shown several of these sites in the spring of 1971 with a view to selecting one
suitable for excavation purposes. The site of Cerro de la Muela, Carrascosa del
Campo, was chosen as it had never been tackled previously and surface finds were
of some interest. It was alsoconsiderably more accessible than some of the other
sites of equal promise - an important consideration in terms of financing a dig. l
The results of the excavation to date have more than f'ulfilled expectations
although many puzzles remain to be solved.

The site is located in the province of Cuenca, about 65 miles southeast of
Madrid. It is on a high plateau, approximately 3,500' above sea level and consists
of a man-made mound, the top of which measures about 450' by 350' .

Work was begun in the spring of 1972 with the digging of several test pits
and the initiation of a diagonal main trench revealing a structure whose exterior
walls were conjectured at about 350' by 280' with an average thickness of 5' and a
height of 14'. During the second. season, in the spr:i,ng of 1973, mechanical equip
ment was employed to clear around the exterior walls t;o a depth of 10' .

Pillars of huge sandstone blocks, characteristic of Celtiberian architecture,
were discovered in two test pits during the first season and were later found to
number seven in all and to interrupt the east wall at irregular intervals. The
second season also uncovered, immediately to the east of these, a modest hypocaust
in excellent condition.

In 1972 activity concentrated on the NE corner of the site where a four
sided enclosure was discovered with parallel horizontal grooves in the walls
suggestive of water conduits. Last season's work focussed on the NW and SE corrters;
the latter revealing a similar enclosure with an even more complex system of conduits
and gutters. The NW corner contained four basins of varying dimensions, lined with
hydraulic cement. Another wall was discovered in the interior on the south side
running parallel to the exterior wall at a distance of 38'. Both walls have a large
opening about midway , 16' wide, suggesting that the main entrance of the complex was
here. A proton precession magnetometer was used to survey the site but the results
proved to be not very useful in the location of stone structures of any kind.

The abundant finds uncovered during both seasons included both Roman and
Celtiberian potsherds, many showing terra sigillata of various designs and shapes.
Intact domestic pots, square-cut sheets of glass, large pieces of fresco with
naturalistic floral designs were found as well as a large number of mosaic tesserae
of various colours and a vast quantity of roof tiles.

Several coins of the Roman Imperial period were unearthed during both
seasons: the earliest dated from the timeof the Emperor Caligula, the latest
from the period of Constantine. A bronze buck.le of the lat e 5th century A. D. and
several bronze fibulae were discovered.

It is still difficult to determine the í'unction of the architectural
complex with any degree of certainty. It appears that the walls are too thick and
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the size too large for the average Roman villa found in Spain or elsewhere in the
Roman world. At the sarne time, the rich finds of fresco fragments and tesserae
suggest too sophisticated a building fer a military carnp although the corner
enclosures possibly indicate that this was a fortified structure at one time.

The idea of an agricultural establishment was hazarded during the first
season and the results of the second season certainly do not rule out this
possibility. The size of the building with its seemingly complex system of water
conduits, basins and gutters, favours this interpretation as do some of the finds
such as the large number of 100m weights and the sizable collection of dDmestic
ware.

M. M. Sadek,
University of Guelph.

N O T E S

1. The University of Guelph financed the author' s survey of Spain in 1971 and also
the 1972 season of excavation. During both the 1972 and 1973 seasons, Dr. V.
Matthews and Professor M. Rogers of the University of Guelph assisted the
author. Professor J. Milliken acted as surveyor and architect for the 1972
season and Professor l. MacKenzie carried out a magnetometer survey during the
second season. In addition to a further small grant from the University of
Guelph for the second season, a Canada Council grant financed the major part
of the carnpaign. Twenty-four students in all participated in the excavatiori;
seventeen of these were assisted by funds from the Government of Ontario to

"help cover their expenses during the second season.

*********************

An Epigrarn of Asclepiades

Virginitas intacta tibi est. Cur? Ditis in aula

Tartarei numquarn te petet acer arnans.

Gaudia dat vivis tantum Cytherea. Sub Orco

Nos erimus cineres ossaque cana, Chloe. l

(Anth. Palo 5.85)

1. Cf. Horace, Carm., 1.23.1.

Herbert H. Huxley,
University of Victoria.
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4. For a plan 01' this complex with location 01' mosaic pavements, see my
report 01' 1973 season, Echos du Monde Classique 18:1 (1974), 15,
1'ig. 1.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

III • EXCAVATIONS A'r CERRO DE LA MUELA., SPAIN, 1974

by MAHMOUD M. SADEK (Guelph)

Although actual excavations did not take place in 1974 on this
Spanish Roman site located in the province 01' Cuenca, near the village 01'
Carrascosa del Campo, a season 01' research was undertaken by the author
1'ollowing the two previous seasons 01' excavation. The two main purposes
01' the research were to assess and catalogue the 1'inds and make a study 01'
similarly located sites usually re1'erred to as villae rusticae.

With the aid 01' three classical archaeology ~tudents 1'rom the
University 01' Guelph all the signi1'icant objects recovered 1'rom the site
were recorded, including line drawings 01' each important pottery 1'ragment
and metal arti1'act. The metal pieces included iron agricultural tools,
dagger blades, a selection 01' bronze 1'ibulae and a silver ring. A permanent
display 01' a selection 01' these arti1'acts has been mounted in the Museum at
Cuenca where all the 1'inds are stored.

The preponderance 01' potsherds in the extensive terra sigillata
series is Hispanic although imports 1'rom Gaul and Italy also amount to a
sizeable collection. Re1'erence to all the standard published catalogues
was made and, as some pieces could not be identi1'ied, these may be
considered as new types. The terra sigillata dates 1'rom the 1'irst through
the 1'ifth century A.D. but the greater part is 1'rom the second and third
centuries. The six intact pots, re1'erred to in an earlier report as
domestic ware, can now be definitely identified as 1'unerary urns. The
numerous Iberian potsherds collected cannot be classi1'ied and there1'ore
dated accurately, as no catalogues on the subject have yet been published.
The major problem with regard to their identi1'ication is the 1'act that
Iberian pots maintain the same moti1's from pre-Roman times throughout the
Roman periodo

Bone and metal samples were collected 1'rom the site and submitted
to the appropriate departments at the University 01' Guelph. These samples
are still under examination and the results 01' all the tests are not yet
complete. The bone samples , which are all animal, mostly 1'rom horses, are
being studied by Pro1'essor R. D. White1'ord 01' the Department 01' Biomedical
Sciences. A preliminary report has been prepared by Mr. Bill Ryan, a
graduate student in the Department 01' Geology, which indicates that the
metal analysis is proving to be 01' considerable interest. Five metal
samples, gathered 1'rom various slag heaps on the site, were submi tted to
1'ive di1'1'erent methods 01' examination: x-ray di1'1'raction, atomic absorption,
binocular microscope, mass spectrometer and chemical analysis. Results 01'
these tests show that the various samples represent di1'1'erent stages in the
smelting process 01' iron ore and copper. From the large amount 01' slag
discovered on the site we may surmise that 1'airly extensive smelting

1/
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operations took place at Cerro de la Muela possibly in connection with some
mining activity or the manufacture of metal implements.

The plan of Cerro de la Muela as it stands revealed thus far (see
plan, p. 7) reveals some interesting features. The dimensions of the single
enclosed structure are immense, 95m. by 80m., and the walls are exceptionally
thick, averaging 1.5m. Enclosures have been discovered in each of the four
corners which are highly suggestive of fortified towers. The east wall of
the building is distinguished by a series of irregularly spaced sandstone
pillars. In the interior clearing has only been done in the vicinity of the
corner enclosures revealing a fairly complex system of water conduits and
gutters, including a series of basins in the NW cornero

With these features in mind the author set out to make a first hand
study of Roman country houses in the Iberian peninsula in an attempt to
discover any relationship or similarity of design and plan with the structure
at Cerro de la Muela. Some twenty sites were visited and closely examíned.
With the exception of the building complexes at Altafulla and La Cocosa in
Spain and Torre de Palma in Portugal, none of the villas seen equalled our
site in size and none atall resembled it in pl&n.

It seems evident that the function of the building at Cerro de la
Muela differs from that of the ordinary country house. There are indications
of several activities taking place here which, in conjunction with the size
of the structure and its complex water system, suggest that the site could
have been some sort of industrial establishment on a large agricultural
estate. If the evidence of smelting operations could be further interpreted
as a foundry possibly for the manufacture of weapons, this would also help
to explain the necessity of fortification, especially as Cerro de la Muela
lies in the heart of Celtiberian country with the major Celtiberian centre
of Segobriga located just 8 km. away. Square-cut sheets of glass found
during the first and second seasons could possibly be the "lapis specularis"
mentioned by Pliny as being produced solely in the area of Segobriga. l So~e
100m weights have been discovered and the find of a few coloured pigments in
the various basins of the NW corner could be identified as dye stuffs.

Rostovtzeff refers to the fact that most of the rural factories
.~~--:-:-:--"

were managed by either slaves or freedmen with the owner paying occasional
visits to his estate but normally residing in town. In this connection it
is interesting to speculate that the inscription on a tomb stela found on
the site might refer to both manager and owner of this particular establish
ment. The stela, which was discovered prior to the 1972 season and has not
yet been published, reads as follows:

,RO~"-r7.;1'C~F(_}\~ ~oc.'J\.\ Ol:~\ ~~iIlQ'h"'c.. l"';ú-~~JLVCIEER L SEMPRON
ty~ ¡¿o>'>\.&i.'1 b",,'{','r-e ' '"" NVMIDAE I HSE STTL
{.~,'~:. e~. ,,~ev' ~~? po 11~ l-r~""\~6S_ CRISPVS SYRVS SATVR
OJi.1"f/N', l./'CI'''''''I}'iIl ¡ ¡q S7 . !- • FRATRES

With abbreviations in full an edited version would be as follows:
"Lucifer (the double E of the original was probably an error in engraving too
costly to correct) libertus Semproni Numidae I (?) hic si~us est sit tibi
terra levis Crispus Syrus Satur fratres ". This could be literally translated
as "Lucifer, freedman of Sempronius of Numidia, who lies here, may the earth
rest lightly on you. Crispus, Syrus, Satur, brothers." Numidae is the name
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THE ROMAN SITE OF CERRO DE LA MUELA, CARRASCOSA DEL CAMPO

Research in Spains Summer, 1974

My first task was to compile a catalogue of all the significant

artifacts collected from the site o 1 was able to complete this

úndertaking in a relatively short space of time, with the aid

of three classical archaeology students of mine, whose expenses

were paid in part by the University of Guelph for a period of

one month.

Attached is a copy of the catalogue. (See appendix 1). It may

be noted that the preponderance of the terra sigillata series

1s Hispanic although imports froro Gaul and Italy also amount to

a s1zeable collection. It is possible to conclude that the

number of pieces which rema1n unidentified could be considered

new types as reference was made to all the standard published

catalogues. (See bibliography at the conclusion of the cata

logue). The terrasigillata date froro the first throu~h the

fifth centuries A.D. but the majority are from the second and

third .centuries A.D. The six intact pots, which in an earlier

report were referred to as domesti~ ware, can now be definitely

ident1fled as funerary urns.

The Iberian potsherds cannot be classlfied as no catalogues on

the subject have yet been published. 'The major problem wlth

regard to thelr identlficatlon 1s that Tberian pottery was

pa1nted wi th the same motifs from pre-Roman times throughout:."'.t·_:·~.,

the Roman periodo

¡. ~\
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Among the metalp~~~.in the collection are several iron

agricultural tools In apoor state ofpreservation. There

are also some dagger blades, a selectlon of bronze fIbulae

and a sllver ringo

Eighteen colns have been discovered to date. Nlneremaln

unldentified as they are very much effaced. The remaining

e1ght are all bronze with the exception of one silver denarius

of Hadrian in mint condltion. The ldentified coins are:

Callgula (2), Hadrian (1), Marcus Aurelius (4), Constantlne (1).
and Licinius (1). The latter two coins definitely bear the

mark of the mint at neighbouring Segobriga.

Bone and met~l samples were collected from the site and submitted

to the appropr.iate departments at the Universlty of Guelph.

These samples are stlll under examination and the results of all

the tests are not yet complete. The bone samples are beIng

stud1ed by Professor R.D, Whiteford of. the UniversIty's

Department of BIomedlcal Sc1ences and a report will not be

forthcom1ng until the end of the present semester. However,

a preliminary report has been prepa~ed by a graduate student

from the Department of Geology whiph indlcates that the metal

analysis ls proving to be of considerable interest. (See

appendix 3). The five metal samples, gathered from various

slag heaps on the site, were submltted to five different

~ethods of examinationl x-ray diffraction, atomic absorption,

b1nocular microscope, mass spectrometer and chemlcalanalysis.
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Results of these tests indicate that the various samples

represent different stages in the smelting process of iron-

ore and copper. From the large amount of slag discovered

on our site we may surmise that Cerro'de la Muela was

possibly involved in the extensive mining operations that

·took place in Spain during the Roman periodo 1 have delved
....

into the literary sources, both ancient and modern, that

comment upon thls aspect of Roman economy. So far 1 have

found no references to link the area of Cerro de la Muela

with any major mining centre. Most of the important mines

were either in southern Spaln or in the no~thwest Cantabrian
\.-

mountain region. However, the posslbllity exists that the

site was located on one of the main trade routes; for

lnstance, an artery linking the port of Valencia with the

Cantabrlan area.

Other ideas are suggested by the evidence of smelting operatlons

at Cerro de la Muela. Was there perh~ps a foundry located

here, a foundry for the manufacture of weapons? Thls would

help to explain the heavy fortifications,-thé towers and thick

walls .. - which are not typical of vl.lla archi tecture and unusual

even for more important centres such as agricultural establlsh-

ments.

The questlon of why Cerro de la Muela.was fortlfied ls just

one of the many problems regarding the possible functlons of

the building located there. Thus, in order to increase my

knowledge generally regarding Iberian country residences and,
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more particularly, to try and discover any similarity between

our building and other rural establishments, 1 undertook to

exa~ine at first hand any significant ~solated site in Spain

and Portugal •

. 1 based my selection of sites on preliminary researches carried

óut in the libraries of the Archaeological Institute and National

Museum in Madrid. Tracking down all ~xcavation reports and

relevant articles 1 made note of any site which might be useful

. for purposes of comparison. My chosen itinerary amounted in

fact to a fairly complete survey of all the villas rusticas

of the Iberian peninsula. (See Appendix 4).

Beginning my trip from Lisbon 1 visited there the important

museum collections in Belem, a suburb of Lison, and 1 spoke

to as many authorites in the field as 1 could. 1 learned

that there were two large villas rusticas in Portugal which

should be visited as the huge dimensions of the structure at "

Cerro de la Muela were one of its outstanding and curious

features. Thus, in Portugal, 1 travelled to the Villa de

Santa Vitorla do Ameixial near Estremoz and Torre de Palma

near Monforte. (See plans 1 and 11 in Appendix 5). Just

over the border in Spain, south of Badajoz, lies another

large villa, La Cocosa. Another extensive site, still being

exc~vated, ls the Villa Els Munts at Altafulla near Tarragona

which has an incredible series of baths and beautiful mosaics

and also covers a large area. (See plan 111, Appendix 5).
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However, all these large sites are composed of building

complexes and do not represent a sin~le enclose~ structure

as et Cerro de la Muela. Nowhere did L find a site to

equal it in size or plan.

Some of the sites visited were sadly neglected to the point

where.it was of little use to examine whatever remained on

the surface. The reknowned villa of Cuevas de Soria near

Soria in northeastern Spain is unfortunately one such case.

However, these trips were almost always worthwhile as local

museums and curators provided much information of value not

readlly obtainable elsewhere.

Other sltes vísited fell more into the category of the average

villa rustica, the country home of a wealthy, retlred Roman

who would naturally build in such scenic locations as the

Villa de Marbella on the Costa del Sol (see plan IV, Appendix 5),

the villa at Tossa de Mar on the Costa Brava or the Villa del

Pulg at Valencia. (See plan V, Appendix 5).

Other'sites were examined because of thelr location and

lmportance. These included Fabrica de Arma near Toledo,

Santa Colomba de Somoza near Leon (see plan VI, Appendix 5),

Villa Fortunatus de Fraga (see plan VII, Appendlx 5) and

Villa Albesa (see plan VIII, Appendix. 5) both near Lerida,

and Villa de Sadaba near Huesca (see plan IX, Appendix 5),

Villa de Sarria de Ter, north of Gerona and Villa de los

Quintanares in the province of Soria. The plans of all
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these villas closely ·follow the tradltional Roman atrlum

villa with impluvium, bath, trlcllnlum and tablinum.

It remalns to be seen whether excavations in the interior

of our site will disclose similar floor plans. Indicatlons
;

. are that at ,least one part of the structure was indeed

living quarters for an lmportant person or persons as

evldenced by the hypocaust, fresco fragments and mosaic

tesserae. However, none of the other plans are solldly

rectangular as at Cerro de la Muela nor do they possess
•

corner towers.

There remains one other site which 1 visited that posslbly

1s the most interesting of all in terms of comparison.

This is the nearby site of Ercav1ca, northwest of Cuenca.

The difflculty is that excavations have only just begun

and are, indeed, at an earller stage than those at Cerro de

la Muela. However, already in evidence are walls whose

thlckness is comparable and even more signiflcant, are the

recen~·dlscovery of sandstone plers as at Cerro de la

Muela.

At this point I am convlnced that our slte 1s not an _

ordinary villa. In size and plan it differs striklngly

from other villas. The earlier hypotbesis of an agricultural

establishment cont1nues to be feas1ble and the new possibility

of a weapons arsenal~ has also emerged. Consultation with

my colleagues in Spain and my own library researches have not
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disclosed the existen~e of either such a centre in Iberia

but thls tends rather to strengthen the idea as surely there.

would be the need of such establlshments. What is most

needed at this polnt, of course, ls to carry on with the

excavations, probably for not more than two seasons, and

hope that discoveries in the interior will finally elucidate

the mysteries of Cerro de la Muela.

M. Sadek
University of Guelph October 1974
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